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• Make a call, on US 19 of the morning, the Champion’s trivia champion, only one LU student is walking away with the win. By Tim Asimos, reporter. See page 5.
• Jr./Sr. Ladies, find out who the one LU student IS walking away with the win. See page 4.

Sports

• Sports are full swing, we decided to give you a look at their action. See the photo spread on page 7.
• SPORTS SPOTLIGHT: How LU’s spring sports editors make their picks for the 2001 MLB season. See page 8.

LU Sports and the Community

• TUESDAY scattered showers. High 60, Low 40.
• THURSDAY scattered showers. High 72, Low 50.
• WEDNESDAY Scattered showers. High 60, Low 45.
• THURSDAY Scattered showers. High 72, Low 50.

Web registration under way

By Lee Ann Linnecour, reporter

This week marks the beginning of registration for the Fall 2001 semester. This week students register online between March 29 and April 2. Students who register online before the end of the registration period will not be charged the $3 fee.

Graduate/Summer students and all summer session students were the first to register on March 29-30. A special registration period has been set aside for these students because they do not have a full-time or full-semester load.

For more information or assistance, students should call the Registrar’s Office at 804-517-4104 or email registrar@liberty.edu. Ask that tobacco is not used while on the campus. At graduation there will be no smoking on the campus.

Designated testing areas:

• Government and political science — DH 144
• Fine arts and music — FA 108
• Communication — DH 122
• Social science — TE 126
• FACS —SH 106
• Business — DH 118
• Psychology — SH 106
• Mass media and journalism — WH 108
• Economic and political science — DH 144
• Health science — AS 112
• General education and exercise science — TE 103
• Admission and marketing — SH 125
• General studies — DH 133
• Visual arts — DH 160
• Behavioral science — SH 125
• Modern languages and literature — FA 108
• Modern languages and literature — FA 108
• Environmental studies — TE 126
• Physical education — SH 106
• Physical education — SH 106
• Environmental studies — TE 126

If you have any questions contact Lisa Bla- jons, the coordinator for planning and assess- ment, ext. 2874.
By Maggie Price, reporter

Fall 1999 was the first semester that special education was offered as a major at LU. The program was the result of a growing demand for special education teachers and Dr. Karen Parker’s vision and determination.

There are currently 22 students declared in the special education program that includes undergraduate classes offering both the fall and spring semesters. Students may also take advantage of the University of Mary’s Master’s degree opportunities that are offered during the program. Students with a Bachelor’s degree in any discipline may enter the special education Master’s program.

Parker, dean of the school of education, came to LU in 1996 with the dream of equipping Christian teachers to prosper in the teaching and learning needs. Parker saw the lack of opportunities for students with learning disabilities or limitations in special education academic setting. She also saw the need for educators trained to teach them.

“Special education has a critical shortage of teachers and it is an area where I think we need Christians,” Parker said.

In 1999, Parker’s dream and the special education program came to reality at LU, who had trained a small number of special education professionals a few years prior. The new program was designed for 40 students.

There are three on-campus professors and a part-time professor who teach the special education courses. All of the professors are seasoned in their field. In “special education, students learn excellent teaching techniques that benefit every body,” Parker said.

Parker was referring to the fact that the skills taught in special education training can be applied anywhere.

Mr. Denny McNeely, coordinator of disability and academic support, teaches a Learning and Behavior Problems class in the program. He identifies the need for new, good students struggling in the classroom because of reading problems.

McNeely noted the nationwide shortage of special education teachers. He is excited about LU’s involvement in the field. The students will have the potential to take to teaching positions and will be able to send out good examples transversely specifically in the field,” McNeely said.

Students who graduate from the special education program will have very little difficulty in finding employment opportunities. The demand for teachers is so high that schools are offering students jobs before they complete their student teaching requirement.

McNeely advises that students complete student teaching prior to taking a full-time job because of the experience. Graduates of the program will be licensed to work in their respective areas upon completion of their coursework. The program will be certified by the state of Virginia to teach learning disabled, emotionally disturbed and mentally retarded.

Parker believes that the foundation of special education is a Christian philosophy, and it is what she said she dreams that students should be trained in. She believes that students who receive Christian education will do the same thing as their secular counterparts.

ITRC adds 3 CD burners

By Stephanie James, reporter

The computer lab received a boost in technology right before Spring break with the arrival of three HP CD-Writers.

The new HP CD-Writers, also called CD burners, allow users to create, share, store data, photos, music and more.

Students can purchase blank CDs for the lab, but the CD burners are free to use. The six-step CD burner instructions are posted in the ITRC lab.

After the first two instructions, users are asked if they wish to print a label or create a CD screen. The three selections are called HP Media, Direct CD and HP Snaple Backup.

HP Media helps users create a music CD, copy an existing CD or create a music CD to use on any PC. Direct CD makes a disk to be used on the PC that is currently working on. HP Snaple Backup hooks up your PC to CD.

“We have had a lot of positive responses,” said one of ITRC’s supervisors, Chris Mann.

As a tax on the new burners, a student needed to save a PowerPoint but she did not have a blank CD, so the ITRC supervisors used a blank CD.

“The biggest advantage is that pretty much anybody can have a CD drive. It's pretty handy to have a computer in your car. It's pretty hard to find a computer without a CD drive. We have had a lot of requests for blank CD's,” Mann said.

The燃烧ers are the newest addition to the computer lab.

“The fastest with the best speed on the market. The CD burners cost with a price of $25, bringing tearing in costing in 8 to 10 minutes. The HP Writer features a CD writer. The higher the speed number the faster the records and the lower the number the slower it records. A 1 and 2 writing CD's take 15 minutes to copy. When there are new computer systems on campus, the ITRC handles them on CDs. The four software CD's are in the campus for students to check out. The CD's include a computer software upgrade, Windows 98 to Vista, Norton 6.0, Stinger Studio 6.0 and the one students who will have the potential to take to teaching positions and will be able to send out good examples transversely specifically in the field,” McNeely said.

Students who graduate from the special education program will have very little difficulty in finding employment opportunities. The demand for teachers is so high that schools are offering students jobs before they complete their student teaching requirement.

McNeely advises that students complete student teaching prior to taking a full-time job because of the experience. Graduates of the program will be licensed to work in their respective areas upon completion of their coursework. The program will be certified by the state of Virginia to teach learning disabled, emotionally disturbed and mentally retarded.
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Dear Sleepless at Night,

So try the earplugs and cotton in your ears, but the best bet is to move out and get your own place. It would have to be a one-bedroom, does not have to be new, and you get to pick the color. It would have to be close to campus. I know people who pay $400.00 a month for what you are looking for.

I am very tired of your snoring. It is a long, deep, powerful yell at my roommate and wake him up. He doesn’t get mad, because he knows the sound like yours is a normal thing. He is doing it on purpose. Nobody wants to grunt like a moose because he knows he sounds like he swallowed a tuba. It’s not like your head, don’t do it. I know with my luck my cellmate would also want something done to you. The only life-saving thing you will probably do is tell the RA and then he will move you to another dorm.

I smell like your clothes. I do not want to have to wash my clothes. I also stink of fish because I probably smell like worms and fish all day long. It’s not like your head, don’t do it. I know with my luck my cellmate would also want something done to you. The only life-saving thing you will probably do is tell the RA and then he will move you to another dorm.

Dear Price,

Summer jobs—no matter what they tell you—are always terrible. It is more work than I have ever done. I have been working in the houses of friends and neighbors, but I have found that I need to do something else. It is not like your head, don’t do it. I know with my luck my cellmate would also want something done to you. The only life-saving thing you will probably do is tell the RA and then he will move you to another dorm.

I always have friends who make these big plans to do something. It is just temporary, and in 3 months you will be sitting at the world’s earliest morning paper. I don’t want to do that.

Sincerely,

{Name}
Looking ahead to the SGA elections

SGA, picking up the pieces

As someone who is interested in possibly becoming a political positist in the future, I joined the Student Government Association at my first opportunity during my freshman year. This year spent the next three semesters as a senator and had a blast doing it.

The highlight of my senatorial tenure was conducting “Senate with Bill” on my hall each Thursday night. It was a combination of Naval Academy training and the experience of standing up and, as Bill would remind us, vote it.

I am the sum of many positive experiences within the SGA and look forward to any advice that the three men running this fall have to offer SGA president.

The first thing the candidates for any SGA office need to understand is that the intelligence of the student body is not to be taken for granted.

There is nothing more exciting than to hear an SGA candidate promise the moon and stars. Promises such as “I will build three more floors for offices, I will improve downtown, and I will improve parking.”

As a result of the SGA and its student advisors that have led presidents who were effectively able to accomplish the things they claimed important, while the gulling response and most students did not take the time to accomplish the goals they had set in their platform, thereby putting the entire SGA in a bad light.

As editor of the Champion, I have been able to realize the importance of SGA in the lives of its members, and for the students who will continue to run for SGA positions, the importance of being honest, respectful and responsible.

It is easier said than done. To be honest, respectful and responsible, do you have to be a politician? Not necessarily. I believe that the core issue today with the current SGA is that they have not taken the time to realize the importance of being honest, respectful and responsible. The core issue today is that the SGA has not taken the time to realize the importance of being honest, respectful and responsible.

In order to be a politician, you have to be able to fulfill the responsibilities that come with the position.

The SGA has the potential to be a very effective voice for the student body as a whole and can provide a strong voice for the students who will continue to run for SGA positions.

For the students who are running for SGA positions, it is important to understand that the SGA is not a platform to be used as a wish list of the student body, but rather, it should be an original, full of criticism and yet void of any responsibility.

At the same time, the empty promises “I will do this” or “I will do that” are not realistic, but rather, it should be an original, full of criticism and yet void of any responsibility.

Lastly, responsibilities for SGA offices and activities are the ones that matter.

I am sure it must be hard to think of a platform, balancing the need to remain student focused and yet be realistic, but the decisions are often made by the students who will continue to run for SGA positions.

Without a strong candidate that SGA has the potential to be the voice that can be influential, the students will not continue to run for SGA positions. In order to continue running for SGA positions, a strong candidate needs to be a politician.

Do you know what you are eating?


Finally, there’s a dot-com committed to fulfilling your needs!

www.NelsonDirect.com

We have a winner

Junior Jack Riley is the lucky man who, thanks to his incredible knowledge of LU trivia, has scored two tickets to the Jr. vs. Courtesy match of the Liberty Champion and the Liberty Champion. The following are the answers to the quiz:


And we have a winner...
I know the routine. It's classic. You wait for two days, and then meet the clerk at the at-the-counter anticipation. Your eyes ring with excitement as you grab that envelope from the cashier with your greedy little paws.

But then, in the excitement of unsealing, the anticipation turns into utter anticipation. Your eyes light up as you see the photos. Your excitement turns to the store in utter anticipation. Your eyes move in and fill the picture frame with the subject. "I'm convinced that many, potentially excellent photographers don't take pictures at all," says photographer Andrew Hudson. "By keeping even lighting before and after the subject, details in the highlights and shadows become typical "snap-shots" usually because the photographer didn't even bother to consider the subject."

First, move in close. "I'm convinced that many, potentially excellent photographers don't take pictures at all," says photographer Andrew Hudson. "By keeping even lighting before and after the subject, details in the highlights and shadows become typical "snap-shots" usually because the photographer didn't even bother to consider the subject."

Second, check the lighting. Photographs shot with bright lights behind the subject often leave the subject too dark to notice. Try to keep even lighting before and after the subject to avoid dark pictures. And if it is necessary, make sure the flash is on.

Remember to use the flash indoors. "Days of Glory" is a musical play based on the last days of Jesus. Performances are at 7 and 9 p.m. on April 7, 8, 11, 13, 14 and 15 and can be seen in the Viewe Center.

Opening night for Life's annual "West Side Story" is April 12 at 7 p.m. Tickets cost $10. For orders, tickets call HOD 929-0505.

Fad or fixed — cell phones are provided students with a list of suggestions to things to do after the Jr./Sr. Some of the suggestions include visiting various coffee shops located behind the hotel on an open mall and other eating establishments in Charlottesville.

"Aesthetically speaking, cell phone users are providing students with a list of suggestions to things to do after the Jr./Sr. Some of the suggestions include visiting various coffee shops located behind the hotel on an open mall and other eating establishments in Charlottesville.

On the phone. I know cell phones aren't inherently bad, but I am one of the phones. I know cell phones aren't inherently bad, but I am one of the phones.

No matter what the occasion, the phone is the focal point of the picture. The phone is the focal point of the picture. The phone is the focal point of the picture.
Touring a taste of Europe

Touring a taste of Europe

By Laura Kanzler, reporter

Are you going to classes at all in the last four years? Maybe you have been debating on the ineviters "You have no idea what you're missing?" or you've been asking, "why not?"

With everyone’s trips to their homes, to college, to work, to the beach, and even malls for the avid shopper. Everyone— theatrical productions, concerts, boxing matches, and even soccer games. Everyone is a part of the.net world and other people—

"I hope this trip will give us a life changing experience," Bell said.

But for some students, the trip is just another opportunity to be sharing scripture with those on the trip. The trip is a life changing experience.

Touring a taste of Europe helps Manhattan Bible Church Bible over break

By Laura Kanzler, reporter
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Spring sports begin to bloom

Baseball, softball, tennis and track heat up as well as the weather.

BACK SPIN — Bruno Coelho returns a serve last week against Robert Morris, (right)

STRIKE THREE — Carie VanArtsdalen hurls a pitch last week to try to pull the Flames’ record up. (below)

THERE’S THE PITCH — The Lady Flames take on their spring opponents this week, including Virginia, Penn State and Bowling Green. (above)

RUN LU RUN — Grover Gaddy and LU’s track team opened its spring season at the Savannah State Invitational. The Flames host a multi-event meet this weekend at home. (left)

get your word out on the street with Champion advertising
to reserve ad space call Elaine at 582-2128

Lynchburg’s Complete Automotive Center

The Liberty Champion

ATTENTION STUDENTS
- Bring all your car needs to us!
- Oil, oil, and filter $19.95
- New tires & lights
- 24 hour Towing 610-1690
- Used Auto Parts
- Oil changes
- Check our prices on tires, we won’t be beat!
Crawford goes the distance

Softball: falls to East Carolina

Crawford credited most of his improvement to his 1.588
meter height and the high number of kicks he
received. Crawford began training for the Flanne
three months before the season and has trained
every workout, "I believe with the combination
of strength and experience we had and this
game was the best of Crawford," said Tolsma.

Crawford's "bearish" mix of a small, close
guard also proved to be a successful
strategy. "It's not a good way to work
hard. He says it on the line every
workout," Tolsma said.

According to Tolsma, Crawford
has made tremendous improvement in the
high jump and the 1500-meter run.
Crawford has matured in the past two
months. "We're looking forward to
seeing him take on the
responsibility in the
squad," Tolsma said.

"I'm sorry I'm not
here to see him
work hard," he
added.

Tolsma, however,
believes that Crawford
will make a major contribution
to the second unit this
season.

"The sailboat
would be
appropriate,"
Tolsma hinted,
"but I'm not
sure if he
will be
there when
we need him.
"I'll just
hope he
works hard.
"
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will be
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hope he
works hard.
"
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Baseball's Hagan dreams the American dream

By Jeff Leigh, reporter

A coach's dream player is one who is mentally as well as physically prepared.

Hagan's third baseman, sophomore Matt Hagan is a well-rounded person on and off the field. As a sport management major, Hagan played two sports as a child before deciding on baseball as his main focus in high school. Hagan then played baseball for the junior college team at Biola, where he was a first-team All-Conference selection. The summer before Hagan's senior year, he was on the American Legion team. He has been a consistent hitter and has been one of the team's top three batters for the past three years. Hagan is a well-rounded student and a positive influence on his teammates, which is why he is considered one of the top prospects in the Big South Conference. Hagan is a student of the game and has a good understanding of the sport. He is a great leader and has helped lead the team to success.

Hagan started as a baseball player in high school, but he was also a starting quarterback for the football team. He was a two-sport athlete and was one of the top performers in his conference. Hagan knew from an early age that he wanted to play baseball at the collegiate level.

Hagan was a立era player in his first year at Liberty, and he quickly proved himself as a valuable contributor to the team. Hagan's senior year was his best, as he was named to the All-Conference team. Hagan's dedication to the sport and his hard work paid off, as he was named the Most Valuable Player of the Big South Conference.

Hagan's dream is to become a major league player, and he is working hard to make that dream a reality. He is a hard worker and a student of the game, which has helped him become one of the top prospects in the country. Hagan is a great pitcher and a great hitter, and he has a good understanding of the sport. He is a great leader and has helped lead the team to success.

Hagan is a立era player in his first year at Liberty, and he quickly proved himself as a valuable contributor to the team. Hagan's senior year was his best, as he was named to the All-Conference team. Hagan's dedication to the sport and his hard work paid off, as he was named the Most Valuable Player of the Big South Conference.

Hagan's dream is to become a major league player, and he is working hard to make that dream a reality. He is a hard worker and a student of the game, which has helped him become one of the top prospects in the country. He is a great pitcher and a great hitter, and he has a good understanding of the sport. He is a great leader and has helped lead the team to success.
Springs has sprang...

The trees are beginning to blossom along the Lynchburg area streets as the temperature begins to rise, and spring sports are pulling out their spring colored clothes to let the world know its arrival is right around the corner. With less than a week left in the month, spring is my favorite time of year. It is baseball season. As my assistant editor would say, it is home run season for the Yankees. I eagerly look forward to the April showers.

We discussed in the office how Opening Day is a great start to a national holiday and how baseball season should be as exciting as any football season because all teams should be able to compete equally.

It is going to be an exciting season on Texas', my college town. A Red could become the first Colly to take their spot in the limelight once again.

That being said, the best teams that have come through my college town over the last 3 years has been a doubleheader to Big South Conference foe Winthrop this season. I kept my eyes on this game as a chance to see both teams battle and to see if we could possibly pull off a doubleheader sweep.

That being said, the best teams that have come through our college town over the last 3 years has been a doubleheader to Big South Conference foe Winthrop this season. I kept my eyes on this game as a chance to see both teams battle and to see if we could possibly pull off a doubleheader sweep.

The Flames track and field team prepares for solid run as it traveled to Raleigh, N.C. for the Raleigh Relays this weekend. The Flames got to go out and see the world's greatest player ever, and as the Yankees to take their spot in the limelight once again.

Jason Giambi bringing back his shoes....

The Pirates last Tuesday. The Lady Flames were able to hold off the pesky Lady Pirates. Hampton's presses from both teams, Liberty was able to create a schedule that is saturated with nationally ranked teams, the Lady Flames have been slowed by a conference schedule would be a tough one. Playing teams, the Lady Flames have been slowed by a conference schedule would be a tough one. Playing conference games.

The importance of Grover Gaddy, Decker, Grazzi

According to Tolsma, Decker beat her time of 37:08.50 established a new school record in the event.

10,000-meter run, but her time of 37:08.50 established a new school record in the event.

the Big South Conference championships. Decker also ran the 100-meter dash in 11.22 and won the 4x400-meter relay at 3:52.37. Decker also ran the 100-meter dash in 11.22 and won the 4x400-meter relay at 3:52.37.

The women's side, L.J. Robertson was the top finisher for the Lady Flames. Robertson, who walked the same height as the winner, ran a solid place in the pole vault after a jump-off. The distance was 11-3.5. Grace Gonzalez was the only other top finisher for the Lady Flames. Grace Gonzalez was the only other top finisher for the Lady Flames.

With a score of 195, the Lady Flames were able to place second in the meet. The Blue Devils were able to place second in the meet.

Decker beat her time of 37:08.50 established a new school record in the event.